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INTRODUCTION
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分子雲中から大質量星はどうやってできるか？
Coolingによってガスは小質量に分裂
-> ジーンズ質量を大きくする機構が必要    



分子雲が超音速で衝突することによって衝撃波が発生
-> 衝撃波が作る乱流によって大質量のコア形成が期待される

(Habe+Ohta 1992, Klein+Woods 1998, Anathpindika 2010,
Inoue+Fukui 2013, Takahira+ 2014, Balfour+ 2015, Wu+ 2015,1016)

Cloud-Cloud Collision (CCC) シナリオ

collision

GMC

massive core

massive star



過去のCCCシミュレーション
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Figure 13. Surface density evolution for the high-resolution 5CCHR simulation. Images, times, and properties match those of the middle panel in Figure 6. The
evolution mirrors the 5CC run, with the characteristic arc of shocked gas fragmenting to form cores.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 14. PDF core number evolution and core mass distribution for the high-resolution 5CCHR simulation. The results are similar to the lower-resolution 5CC
counterpart in Figures 8, 10, and 11 with the main differences being abundance and earlier appearance of low-mass cores. In the CMD (right), the red solid line shows
the fitted power law with γ = −1.8, while the dashed line shows the original γ = −1.6 fit for the 5CC simulation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

a value very close to the 6 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 rate that McKee &
Tan (2002) estimate is required to form a 100 M⊙ star.

5. HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDY

To assess how our results are affected by resolution, we reran
the 5 km s−1 relative velocity collision case with a limiting
resolution of 0.03 pc, increasing the resolution from our model
in Section 4 by a factor of two. The evolution of the collision is
shown in the surface density images in Figure 13 for the same
times as for the 5CC case in the middle row of Figure 6. The
progression of the collision is very similar in both the low-
and high-resolution runs with the smaller cloud penetration
producing the characteristic arc of shocked gas which then
collapses into a dense region of cores.

The quantitative study of the gas properties is shown in
Figure 14, which shows the gas PDF (left), core number
evolution (center), and the core CMD (right). The gas PDF
is almost identical to its low-resolution counterpart in Figure 8
with the high-density gas forming a non-log-normal wing. This
suggests that the quantity of core-forming gas is the same
in the higher-resolution run, but the core number evolution
(middle panel) shows that the extra refinement does allow
a larger number of cores to be formed at the lower two
threshold densities. In the case of our lowest threshold, ρ =
5 × 10−21 g cm−3, cores are formed before the collision, but
the higher-threshold cores continue forming only within the

collisional shock. The ability to follow the collapse of smaller
objects also allows cores to be formed earlier, allowing them
potentially more time to accrete within the shock front. This
added bonus, however, only has a small benefit to the higher-
mass cores which appear at about the same time in both the high-
and low-resolution runs at t/tff1 ≃ 0.6. 1 Myr after the shock
exits Cloud 2 (the cut-off point for the core number evolution
plot), both the 5CC and 5CCHR have formed one bound core,
with this number increasing to three bound cores for 5CCHR
0.5 Myr later.

The right-hand panel of Figure 14 shows the CMD in
the higher-resolution case. The solid red line shows the fit
Ncore(> M) = 5M−0.8, giving γ = −1.8. This is very close
to (though slightly steeper than) the γ = −1.6 5CC fit, which
is shown as a red dashed line. The added refinement has pulled
in the maximum mass the cores achieve to below 10 M⊙, while
increasing the number of low-mass cores below M < 1 M⊙.

Overall, the evolution of the higher-resolution case is ex-
tremely close to that of its low-resolution counterpart. The same
overall quantity of dense gas is formed in the shock which trans-
lates to a similar number of high-density and bound cores.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We explored the formation and evolution of pre-stellar gas
cores in the collision of non-identical clouds with Bonner–Ebert
profiles using hydrodynamical simulations. For the majority of
our runs, the limiting resolution was 0.06 pc, with one additional
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Figure 2. Surface density of the initial conditions. Both spheres have a
Bonnor–Ebert density profile and constant temperature. When turbulence is
included, the velocity field is perturbed as described in Section 3.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
Initial Cloud Parameters

Cloud 1 Cloud 2

TBE (K) 120 240
tff (Myr) 5.31 7.29
rc (pc) 3.5 7.2
Mc (M⊙) 417 1635
σv (km s−1) 1.25 1.71
n̄ (cm−3) 47.4 25.3
k mode 6–12 10–25

Note. From top to bottom: temperature, free-fall time,
radius, mass, velocity dispersion, average density,
and initial k mode used when turbulence is included.

However, molecular clouds have also been observed to show
a Bonner–Ebert density profile in the work of Alves et al.
(2001). Other clouds, meanwhile, have a higher mass than their
Bonner–Ebert mass, but despite this are not in free-fall collapse
due to additional support from internal turbulent motions. This
allows cs in the above equation to be switched for the effective
sound speed which also includes a contribution from the velocity
dispersion.

Compared to observed GMCs, the cloud mass we have
selected is small. Typical clouds within the Milky Way have
masses ∼104–105 M⊙ (Heyer et al. 2009), a factor of 10 above
our chosen sizes. The results from collisions between larger
clouds will be explored in subsequent papers, but selecting a
smaller cloud at this stage allows a simpler study of the shock
front evolution at high resolutions.

3.1. Turbulence

In simulations where the gas is given an initial turbulence,
we impose a velocity field with a power spectrum of v2

k ∝ k−4,
corresponding to the expected spectrum given by Larson for
GMCs (Mac Low et al. 1998; Larson 1981). To ensure the
turbulence modes were adequately resolved, we selected a
maximum k mode value of one-tenth of the number of cells
across the cloud. In addition, we removed the lower-order
modes since these larger-scale perturbations disrupted the cloud
structure, causing it to fragment prior to collision. In previous
work designed to model turbulence in GMCs, driving on larger
scales was found to produce a closer match to observations

Figure 3. Density slice of the two clouds after one complete free-fall time
of Cloud 1, 5.31 Myr, for static (non-colliding) simulations. The left panel
shows the clouds where no initial turbulence has been applied while the right
panel shows the outcome of adding an initial turbulent spectrum to both clouds.
Without turbulence, the clouds collapse with Cloud 1 forming a dense point at
x = −7 pc. When turbulence is included, the two clouds remain supported.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(Heyer & Brunt 2004; Brunt & Mac Low 2004; Brunt et al.
2009). However, in our case, we want the focus of the results
to be on the impact of the cloud collision, so our choice of
turbulent modes is dominated by those that would stabilize the
cloud, preventing collapse prior to collisional contact from gas
cooling. For our smaller cloud, Cloud 1, we selected 6 < k < 12
while the larger cloud, Cloud 2, was given 10 < k < 25. The
amplitude of the turbulence was dictated by the Mach number,
M ≡ σ/cs , where σ is the velocity dispersion inside the cloud
and cs is the sound speed. Prior to the cloud being given a bulk
velocity, M = 1. The effect of the turbulence on the clouds’
stability is discussed further in Section 3.2.

When turbulence is applied, the clouds remain in their static
positions for 0.5 Myr. This allows the clouds to reach a new
equilibrium stage with turbulent support, as measured by their
volume density distribution which evolves to the expected
log-normal profile for super-sonic isothermal turbulent gas
(Vazquez-Semadeni 1994; Scalo et al. 1998; Ostriker et al.
1999; note that the cloud can be considered isothermal prior
to collision since this time for static evolution is approximately
50 times as long as the cloud’s cooling time, causing the clouds
to reach 10 K within 0.1 Myr). After this time, Cloud 1 is given
a bulk velocity in the direction of Cloud 2. Where no turbulence
is included, the motion begins immediately.

3.2. Static Evolution of Clouds

Before considering the cloud–cloud collision, the duration
of the clouds’ stability is tested while in situ over the free-fall
time of Cloud 1 (see Table 1). This time is longer than the
collision duration (as measured by the shock crossing time) for
the two faster collision speeds we consider in Section 4.2 and
approximately 70% of the collision duration for our slowest
collision speed.

This run was performed to differentiate between structural
evolution from the collision process and independent changes
within the cloud. Figure 3 images the density for the case when
turbulence is not included (left) and when it is added to the initial
conditions as described in Section 3.1. Without turbulence, the
clouds collapse as they cool within the expected free-fall time.
After 5.3 Myr, one free-fall time for Cloud 1 has passed and its
radius has contracted to the dense point shown at x = −7 pc in
Figure 3. When turbulence is included, the cloud is supported
against cooling over the same duration.

In the left-hand panel of Figure 3, four dense lines are seen
like compass points on Cloud 2 as it collapses. These have the
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有効ジーンズ質量が大きくなり
大質量コアを実現



Motivation

collision

massive star formation
-> 大質量星が形成された後何が起きるか？

大質量星は輻射により周囲のガスを電離・加熱
-> フィードバックによって次世代の星形成が影響を受けるはず



周囲のガスの温度
~ 10 [K]

HII region の温度
~ 10000 [K] >>

圧力勾配によってHII regionは分子雲の中で膨張する

UVが周囲のガスを電離
してHII regionを形成

Photoionisation フィードバック



expanding hot shell

(Ionization FrontとShock Front のテスト計算)

Density slice

massive star

Photoionisation フィードバック

大質量星の周囲で星形成は
促進されるのか？
抑制されるのか？



NUMERICAL MODEL & METHODS



GMC

~100 pc

~ 0.1 pc

星形成 & フィードバックモデル

dense core
stars

~ 109 m

(1018 m)

(1015 m)

feedback

分解できない
-> sink を使用

rayを飛ばして輻射輸送を計算



(Federrath et al. 2010)

+ gravitational potential minimum
�center  �(i, j, k)

+ Jeans instability check
|Egrav| > 2Eth

+ bound state check
Egrav + Eth + Ekin < 0

⇢gas > ⇢crit+ over density
+ the finest level of refinement

+ converging flow

⇢crit =
⇡c2s
G�2

J

�J = 5�x

Sink particle

r =
1

2
�J

sink formation conditions

r = 0.07 pc



Adaptive Ray Tracing (Enzo+Moray) Abel & Wandelt (2002)
Wise & Abel (2011)

• Ray directions and splitting based 
on HEALPix (Gorski et al. 2005)

• Coupled with (magneto-) 
hydrodynamics of Enzo

• Rays are split into 4 child rays 
when the solid angle is large 
compared to the cell face area

• Well-suited for AMR

• Can calculate the photo-ionization 
rates so that the method is photon 
conserving.

• MPI/OpenMP hybrid parallelized.

Saturday, 19 October 13

(Enzo Workshop)

Adaptive ray tracing

各格子で吸収されるUVの量から
電離度と加熱率を計算

(Wise & Abel 2011)

48本のrayを等方的に飛ばして
輻射輸送方程式を解く

立体角が大きくなるにつれて
格子を通るrayの数が減ってしまう
-> 自動的にrayを分割



Surface density

Isolated cloud Colliding clouds
with 10, 20 km/s

5.5⇥ 104 Msun
1.1⇥ 104 Msun

4.4⇥ 104 Msun

初期条件

1. 同質量の単独分子雲と比較して衝突の影響を確認
2. UVあり・なしを比較してフィードバックの影響を確認



RESULTS



Surface Density
UV なし

青: 単独分子雲,       SFE ~ 2%
橙: 10 km/sで衝突,  SFE ~ 12%

time v.s. SFE
SFE = Msink/Mgas



衝突の影響
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衝撃波による圧縮で
ジーンズ質量が小さくなる
-> より小さいsinkが出来る

衝撃波が作る乱流で
ジーンズ質量が大きくなる
-> より大きいsinkが出来る



UV あり

Surface Density time v.s. SFE

10 km/s collision + radiation ->フィードバックによって
    星形成が促進されている



DISCUSSION



なぜ星形成が促進されたか?

Density slice HII Density slice

衝突による衝撃波中でHII regionが膨張
-> collision shock + HII region shock



Radiation Driven Implosion (RDI) process
(Sandford+1982, Lefloch&Lazareff 1994, Miao+2006, Waworth&Harries 2012)

Collect and Collapse (C&C) process
(Elemegreen&Lada 1977, Whitworth+1994, Hosokawa&Inutsuka 2006, Dale+2007)

もともと生まれるはずの
なかった星が形成される

すでに存在するコアを圧縮して
星形成を加速

なぜ星形成が促進されたか?

-> どちらが起きたか？



mass function

C&C RDIv.s.

なぜ星形成が促進されたか?

小質量側は数が減って、大質量側の数が増えている
-> accretion gasの増加



CONCLUSIONS



星形成とPhotoionizationによるフィードバック
を考慮した分子雲衝突の3次元シミュレーションを行った。

理想的な正面衝突の場合に、衝突による衝撃波で
約10倍早く星が形成される。
フィードバックが星形成をさらに約1.5倍加速。

-> 大質量星団の形成に有利
-> top-heavyなmass functionを示唆


